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Abstract
A contraction for a cosimplicial resolution X−1 → X • is an “extra codegeneracy map”, and the exis-
tence of such, is well known to induce a homotopy equivalence between the augmentation and the total
space of the resolution. We generalise and strengthen this result by considering cofacial cosimplicial reso-
lutions of length n of diagrams of spaces. We show that if X−1 is a P-diagram and dim P6 n, and the
cofacial resolution X • admits termwise contractions, then holim X−1 is a retract of totn holimP X •, and that
the tower map {holim X−1} → {totn holimP X •}n is a pro-equivalence in the homotopy category of spaces.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Recall from [3] that a commutative unitary ring R gives rise to a triple R on spaces. This triple
is used to construct the cosimplicial resolution R•X of X . Using this resolution; Bous>eld and Kan
de>ned the completion R∞X as the inverse limit of R•X ; namely R∞X = tot∞ R•X . Furthermore;
the tower of >brations consisting of the spaces RnX = totn R•X was used to construct a homotopy
spectral sequence which; ideally; converges to the homotopy groups of the completion of X . This
spectral sequence was further generalised and studied by Bendersky; Curtis; Miller; Thompson and
others (e.g. [1;2]).
Several remarks are in place. The completion and spectral sequence as de>ned, do not really make
use of the triple structure of R, in the sense that if R•redX denotes the resolution R
•X without the
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codegeneracy maps, then R∞X  holim R•redX (see [6]) and the spectral sequence obtained by the
tower {totredn R•X } coincides with the classical spectral sequence, starting from the E2-terms. Both
will be referred to as the unstable Adams spectral sequence (UASS).
There are several advantages in using the reduced construction. For example, when X is a sim-
plicial R-module, then the tower map {X } → {RnX } is known to be a weak pro-equivalence
(cf. [3, II.2.7]), while we shall prove the stronger result that the tower map {X } → {Rredn X }n is a
pro-equivalence in Ho(Spc). Moreover, the spaces Rredn X are universal in a sense to be de>ned and
explained in [9].
We note that the simplicial R-modules are those spaces X , which are retracts of RX via the natural
map X → RX . The role of simplicial R-modules is crucial in the construction of R-nilpotent spaces
which are of fundamental importance in the theory developed in [3]. These spaces are R-complete,
the tower {X } → {RnX } is a weak pro-equivalence, and the UASS strongly converges to their
homotopy groups.
1.2. Motivation: The generalisation of these ideas is fairly straightforward. Let J be a coaugmented
functor on spaces; and suppose that it respects homotopy. Our prime examples are functors which
are associated to unitary ring spectra. Namely; given a unitary ring spectrum U; we let U (X ) =
	∞(
∞X ∧ U ) be the associated coaugmented functor.
We say that a space X is a J -module if it is a retract of JX via the natural map X → JX .
Imitating the construction of nilpotent spaces, one would >rst like to study spaces which are
homotopy >bres of arbitrary maps X
g→Y between J -modules. Quite obviously, these spaces need
not be J -modules, unless g is a J -module map, namely, it is a retract of Jg.
By constructing, as usual, a reduced cosimplicial resolution J •X for a space X , we may de>ne
JnX = totredn J
•X = holim J •6nX:
For example J1X = holim{JX −−−→−−− J 2X }.
The theorem stated below was the >rst evidence for the role of the functors Jn. It was formulated
by Emmanuel Farjoun and proved by Bill Dwyer.
Theorem. Let X be the homotopy 0bre of a map between two J -modules. Then X is; up to
homotopy; a J1 module.
The picture one should have in mind is the following. If X is the >bre of a map M → N of
J -modules then we have the >bre sequence with (curly) retraction maps.
For example, an abelian Eilenberg MacLane spaces K(A; 1) is an SP∞-module (or a Z-module
in the simplicial-sets world). The homotopy >bre X , of a map between two such spaces, has in
general, a nonabelian fundamental group, and therefore has no chance of being a retract of SP∞X .
However, Farjoun and Dwyer’s result shows that it is a retract of
(SP∞)1X = holim{SP∞X (SP∞)2X }:
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One aim of this paper is to extend this result and show that if Y is a homotopy limit of J -modules
arranged in a diagram X whose shape I has dimension 6 n, then Y is, up to homotopy, a retract
of JnY . Again, the picture one should have in mind is the solid diagram:
This will be proved in [10], using the machinery developed in this paper. We wish to remark
that the diLculty arises from the fact that the spaces Xi in the diagram X are J -modules in a
noncompatible way, namely the retractions s above do not render the (dotted) square commutative.
Thus, there exists no cosimplicial map J •X → X . Our result is, therefore, surprising because despite
the nonexistence of such a cosimplicial map, we are able to construct one after taking total spaces,
at least if the resolution is long enough.
1.3. Resolutions with contractions: In this paper; we completely suppress the role of J and consider
arbitrary reduced cosimplicial resolutions; which we call cofacial resolutions.
Given any category C, an n-cofacial object in C is, roughly, a cosimplicial object in C with
all objects in codimensions larger than n and all codegeneracy maps omitted. Let P be a small
category underlying a diagram X . Then a cofacial n-resolution for X is an n-cofacial P-diagram
Y • which augments X . So X → Y • is a cofacial resolution of objects in SpcP, or alternatively, a
P-diagram of cofacial resolutions of spaces X (p)→ Y •(p). We shall usually write X−1 for X and
X • for Y •. It follows that holimP X−1 → holimP X • is an n-resolution of spaces. Then one considers
holimP X−1 → totn holimP X • and observe, furthermore that the target space is the same as holim X •.
If X−1 → X • is a cofacial n-resolution of spaces we say that it is trivial if it admits a left
contraction, namely if there are maps X k s→X k−1 such that sd0 = id and sdi = di−1s for i¿ 0. In
a resolution of in>nite length, a left contraction enables one to >nd a “collapsing” map X • s→X−1
which induces an equivalence after taking total spaces (cf. [7]). This is why such resolutions are
called trivial.
Given a resolution X−1 → X • of P-diagrams, we say that it is termwise trivial if each resolution
X−1(p)→ X •(p) is trivial. Notice that the trivialisations for the various p’s are not assumed to be
compatible. Ignoring the left contractions, we clearly have a cofacial resolution of spaces
holimP X−1 → holimP X •
which gives rise to
holimP X−1 → totn holimP X • = holim X •:
Then we prove
Theorem. Suppose that X−1 → X • is termwise trivial cofacial n-resolution of P-diagrams. Then
(a) If X−1 is (objectwise) 0brant and if n¿ dim P; then
holimP X−1 → totn holimP X •
has a left homotopy inverse.
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(b) The tower map {holimP X−1} → {totn holimP X •}n¿0 is a pro-equivalence in the homotopy
category of spaces if dim P¡∞ and X−1; X • are 0brant.
1.4. The idea of the proof is rather simple; but is blurred by the somewhat complicated constructions.
We shall try to remedy this defect now in presenting the heart of the matter.
Let P be a small category and let n6∞ be such that dim P6 n. Let Bn denote the category
underlying n-cofacial P-diagrams. Let Cn denote the category underlying termwise trivial cofacial
n-resolutions of P-diagrams. Let X be a Cn-diagram.
By forgetting the left contractions, one obtains from X the resolution X−1 → X • of P-diagrams.
Let j :P → Cn and k :Bn → Cn denote the obvious functors such that X−1 = j∗ X and X • = k∗ X .
The augmentation maps give rise to a natural map
Map(EP; j∗ X )→ Map(EBn; k∗ X ); (1.4.1)
where EP and EBn are diagrams which are suitable for computing homotopy limits. Our task is to
>nd a natural map in the opposite direction.
As it stands, the functors Map(EP; j∗−) and Map(EBn; k∗−) are not presented in a satisfactory
way in the sense that they are not given as representable functors, the way homotopy limits are
expected to be. This is remedied by exploiting left Kan extensions (cf. [11]). In short, the Kan
extensions are adjoint to the restriction functors j∗ :SpcCn → SpcP and k∗ :SpcCn → SpcBn . Our
task is replaced by the equivalent one of >nding a natural map of functors SpcCn →Spc
Map(Lank EBn;−)→ Map(Lanj EP;−): (1.4.2)
By Yoneda’s lemma, this is equivalent to a map Lanj EP → Lank EBn, which by adjunction again,
is equivalent to a map EP → j∗ Lank EBn. We arrive at the conclusion that a map (1.4.2) exists if
and only if the space
map(EP; j∗ Lank EBn) (1.4.3)
is not empty. Uniqueness up to homotopy of a choice of such a map is equivalent to (1.4.3) being
connected.
The sad truth is that, in general, space (1.4.3) is empty unless one replaces EP with another
P-diagram denoted EPM which is also suitable for computing homotopy limits. The reason for this
unpleasant fact is that, in general, j∗ Lank EBn is not >brant, so even though (1.4.3) looks like
holim j∗ Lank EBn, they are in general, not the same. The construction of EPM is highly technical
and occupies a large portion of this paper. The strategy is to >nd EPM as a subobject of j∗ Lank EBn.
1.5. When P is the category of n-cofacial spaces and EP is the diagram
[0]
0 ;1−−−→−−− [1]
0 ;1 ;2−−−→−−−−−−→[2] · · ·[n]
then EPM has an interesting combinatorial interpretation. In this case; it is possible to show (al-
though not easy) that EPM (k) is the standard k-simplex subdivided into prisms (namely; products
of simplices). In fact; there are precisely (k + 1)!=(i + 1)! prisms of form [k − i]× [i].
For example, consider the case where P is the diagram {•
0 ;1−−−→−−− •}. In this case
EP = {[0]
0 ;1−−−→−−− [1]}:
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A termwise trivial 1-resolution of a P-diagram is merely a diagram
(1.5.1)
where sd0=id, sd1=d0s, the di’s commute with the j’s and satisfy the cosimplicial coface identities.
An element in holim06i; j;61 X i;j is a collection of maps
!i; j :[i]× [j]→ X i;j; 06 i; j6 1
such that
dk!i; j = !i; j+1(1× k);
k!i; j = !i+1; j(k × 1):
We wish to construct from these maps an element in holim06i61 X i;−1, namely functions
"i : → [i]X i;−1; 06 i6 1
such that
k"i = "i+1k : (1.5.2)
For this purpose, identify [0]× [0] with [0] and de>ne
"0 = s!0;0:
By identifying [0]× [1] and [1]× [0] with [1], de>ne "1 as the path
"1 = (s1s!0;1) ∗ (s!1;0) ∗ (s0s!0;1)−1:
Using the identities satis>ed by the maps di; j and s, it is easy to check that "1 is a well-de>ned
path (namely those three paths can be concatenated) and moreover that (1.5.2) holds.
Thus, in this case, EP is replaced with the diagram
EPM = {[0] [1] ∗ [1] ∗ [1]};
where ∗ stands for concatenation of the 1-simplices, one after the other. Topologically, of course,
EPM = EP, but simplicially these diagrams are very diPerent. For instance hom(EP; EPM ) = ∅ (see
the remark after (1.4.3)).
In [9, Appendix], we describe EPM where P is the category of 2-cofacial spaces, showing how
to subdivide the 2-simplex into 7 triangles and 3 squares.
2. Cofacial resolutions and their realisation
2.1. Summary: In this section; we introduce the terminology and notation needed for the statement
of our main theorems. Speci>cally; we discuss homotopy limits and cofacial resolutions of length n.
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2.2. Throughout this paper Spc stands for either S or S∗; the unpointed and pointed categories
of simplicial sets. The category Spc is a closed symmetric monoidal one. Speci>cally; the function
complex bifunctor hom is a right adjoint to the symmetric pairing ⊗=× in S or ⊗= ∧ in S∗.
Given small categories D and E, these functors can be extended to
⊗ : SpcD × SpcE → SpcD×E;
hom : (SpcD)op × SpcD×E →SpcE;
where
(XD ⊗ YE)(d; e) = XD(d)⊗ YE(e);
hom(XD; YD×E)(e) = homD(XD; YE(−; e)):
There is also an adjoint pair of functors. The forgetful functor u : SD∗ → SD and the functor
(−)+ : SD → SD∗ which adjoins a basepoint.
2.3. Notation. We let Map : (SD)op × SpcD → Spc stand for
Map(X; Y ) =
{
hom(X; Y ) Spc =S;
hom∗(X+; Y ) Spc =S∗:
(2.3.1)
2.4. Let D be a small category and let F be a free (see De>nition 3.5) and objectwise contractible
D-diagram of unpointed spaces. The functor holimF : SpcD → Spc is de>ned by
holimF (−) =Map(F;−):
When F = D=− we shall omit the superscript F and simply write holim; or holimD; if we wish
to specify the ambient category. This is consistent with the standard de>nition (cf. [3; p. 296]).
This notation will be convenient later; when we will compute homotopy limits in terms of free
contractible diagrams F diPerent from the standard D=−. In this connection; it is useful to recall
that MapD(F; X )  Map(D=−; X ) whenever X is an objectwise >brant diagram. Such diagrams will
be called >brant (in the usual Model Category structure). Diagrams which are objectwise weakly
contractible will be called contractible.
2.5. Denition. Let ' be the category of the sets [n] = {0; 1; : : : ; n} with the strictly monotone
functions as morphisms. Let 'n be the full subcategory consisting of the objects [k] for 06 k ¡n+1.
By de>nition '∞ = '. Clearly 'n is determined by its objects; the morphisms di : [k] → [k + 1];
and the relations didj = djdi−1 if i¿ j. Diagrams over 'n are called n-cofacial spaces.
Let 'n+ be the category '
n enriched with the initial object [− 1] = ∅.
We let E'n denote the diagram
[0]
d0 ;d1
 [1]
d0 ;d1 ;d2−−−→−−−−−−→ [2] · · ·[n]:
It is easy to check that E'n is free and contractible. Notice that E'n ='n=−.
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2.6. Notation. If X • is an n-cofacial diagram of (>brant) spaces and k6 n; we let X •6k denote the
restriction of X • to 'k; namely the truncation of the resolution at codimension k. Then totk X • is
de>ned to be
totk X • =Map(E'k; X •6k) =Map(skkE'n; X •);
where skk is the k-skeleton functor. Observe that totk X •  holim X •6k .
2.7. Let P be a small category and X−1 ∈SpcP be a diagram of spaces. A cofacial n-resolution
X−1 d
0→X • consists of an n-cofacial object X • of P-diagrams (De>nition 2.5); together with a P-map
X−1 d
0→X 0 such that d0d0 = d1d0. Observe that
holimP X−1
d0→holimP X •
is a cofacial n-resolution of spaces; so for every k6 n there is a natural map
holimP X−1
d1→totk holimP X •
We further observe that whenever X •6k is >brant then; in fact;
totk holimP X •  holimP×' X •6k :
2.8. Denition. Let X−1 → X • be a cofacial n-resolution (2.7) of a space X−1. We say that the
resolution admits a left contraction; if there exist maps s−1 :X k → X k−1; where k¿ 0; which satisfy
s−1d0 = id and s−1di = di−1s−1 if i¿ 0. We shall call such resolutions trivial.
A resolution X−1 d
0→X • of P-diagrams is called termwise trivial if every resolution X−1(p) →
X •(p) is trivial. Notice that the left contractions are not compatible for the various p∈P.
3. The main results
3.1. We can now state our main results Theorems 3.2; 3.7 and 3.8. The proofs of Theorems 3.7 and
3.8 will be completed only in Section 8. Assuming these theorems; we prove Theorem 3.2 in 3.9.
In 3.10 we give a guide for the proof of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8.
3.2. Theorem. Let P be a small category and let X−1 d
0→X • be a termwise trivial cofacial resolution
of P-diagrams (2.8). Then
(a) If dim P6 n and X−1 is 0brant then
holimP X−1
d1→totn holimP X •
admits a natural left inverse in ho(Spc). In particular; holimP X−1 is; up to homotopy; a
retract of totn holimP X •.
(b) If X−1 and X • are 0brant and dim P¡∞ then the tower map
{holimP X−1} d
1→{totn holimP X •}n¿dim P
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or equivalently;
{holimP X−1} d
1→{holim X •6n}n¿dim P:
is a pro-equivalence in ho(Spc).
3.3. In order to prove the results in Theorem 3.2; it will be convenient to reformulate them in
a functorial way; making the statements sharper; and perhaps; clearer. By De>nition 2.7; the data
of a cofacial n-resolution is merely a diagram whose indexing category is P × 'n+. The data of a
termwise trivial cofacial n-resolution is the same as a diagram over a certain category Cn(P) which
is to be constructed in Section 5. In fact; Cn(P) is obtained from P×'n+ by “trowing in” the arrows
carrying the termwise trivialisations. So the phrase “a termwise trivial n-resolution of a P-diagram”
is replaced by the short phrase “a Cn(P)-diagram”. By 5.10; Cn(P) contains P as a full subcategory;
with jn denoting the inclusion; in such a way that the restriction of a Cn(P) diagram X to P via jn;
is the portion X−1 of the resolution. Likewise; Cn(P) contains a copy of P × 'n; with kn denoting
the inclusion; such that the restriction of X to P × 'n via kn is the resolution X •6n. We further
observe; that if N¿ n; then there are obvious inclusion maps (n;N :Cn(P) → CN (P); which induce
the truncation of an N -resolution to an n-resolution. Similarly; we let "n;N :P × 'n → P × 'N ; be
the obvious inclusion.
As a last step, it will be convenient to restrict attention to categories P which are direct (see
below). With this terminology, the rest of the paper will be dedicated to the proof of Theorems 3.7
and 3.8 below, which imply Theorem 3.2 (see 3.9).
3.4. Denition. A category P is called direct if; there exists a function w : Obj(P)→ Ord; such that
if p
’→q is a morphism in P then w(p)6w(q); and equality holds if and only if ’= id.
3.5. Denition. A diagram F ∈SD is called free (cf. [4; 2.4]) if there exits a set Q ⊆ ∐d∈D F(d);
called the set of generators; which is closed under degeneracy maps; and such that for every simplex
-∈F(d) there exists a unique simplex .∈Q ∩ F(d′) and a unique morphism d′ ’→d such that
- = F(’)(.).
A fundamental property of free diagrams is stated in the following lemma, and will be used later.
3.6. Lemma. Let F :D →S be a free diagram with a set of generators Q.
(a) The colimiting cone F •→colim F induces a bijection between Q and the set of simplices of
colim F .
(b) Suppose that C is a subcategory of D; with i the inclusion; and that i∗F is free on the set
R=
(∐
c∈C
F(c)
)
∩ Q:
Then the natural map colim i∗F → colim F is a monomorphism.
Proof. (a) For every n¿ 0; the diagram Fn of the n-simplices of F; is free as a diagram of sets
(cf. [4]); hence Qn ∼= (colim Fn) = (colim F)n. Point (b) is immediate from (a) because R ⊆ Q.
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Two natural transformations of functors into Spc will be called homotopic if they induce objectwise
homotopic maps. See De>nition 4.2. Using the notation of 3.3 our aim is
3.7. Theorem. Let P be a direct category; F a weakly contractible free P-diagram; and d=dim P.
Suppose that n¿d. Then there exists a weakly contractible free P-diagram FM ; and a natural
transformation 
n of functors SpcCn(P) → Spc
totn holimFP k
∗
n (−)
n→ holimFMP j∗n (−)
such that the following composition is induced by a map 0 :FM → F :
holimF j∗n (−) d
1→ totn holimF k∗n (−)
n→ holimFM j∗n (−)
and hence is a homotopy equivalence whenever j∗n (−) is 0brant. Moreover; 
n is natural in n;
namely; if n6N; then the following diagram commutes
holimFP j
∗
N (−) d
1−−→ totN holimFP k∗N (−) 
N−−→ holimFMP j∗N (−)
=
 res " =
holimFP j
∗
n (−) d
1−−→ totn holimFP k∗n (−) 
N−−→ holimFMP j∗n (−):
3.8. Theorem. Let P and n; be as in Theorem 3.7. Then the following two natural transformations
induced by compositions in
(3.8.1)
are homotopic; for all 0brant diagrams in SpcC2n+1(P).
Assuming these theorems, we can now present a
3.9. Proof of Theorem 3.2. If P is >nite dimensional; then P is direct and (a) follows from Theorem
3.7 using the reformulation in 3.3. Point (b) follows quickly from 3.8.
For the proof of (a) when dim P=∞ we shall use the cosimplicial replacement (cf. [3, p. 302]).
Given a P-diagram F , let F∗ denote the simplicial P-diagram such that Fn(p) is the discrete space
consisting of the n-simplices of F(p). Let Z be a P-diagram. The cosimplicial replacement Z is the
cosimplicial space
2∗Z = hom((P=−)∗; Z) =
∏
p0→···→p∗
Z(p0):
Let E stand for the standard cosimplicial space. If Z is a >brant P-diagram then [3, Chapter XI.5.2;
XI.5.3,5.8] imply
holimP Z =Map(E;2∗Z)  holim 2∗Z:
The construction 2∗ is functorial, so if X • is a cofacial P-diagram, then 2∗X • is the obvious
cofacial cosimplicial space.
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As a >nal remark, notice that if X−1 → X • is termwise trivial, then so is 2∗X−1 → 2∗X •:
Given a cosimplicial space U ∗, let U ∗red denote the restriction of U
∗ to '. Recall from [6, 3.17]
that ' is left co>nal in , so the restriction map
Map(E;2∗Z)→ Map(Ered ; 2∗Zred)
is a homotopy equivalence whenever Z is (objectwise) >brant. This follows from [3, XI.9.2] and
the remarks above. Use the following diagram to conclude:
In this diagram, Theorem 3.7 guarantees the existence of 
∞, and that 
∞d1 is a homotopy
equivalence, because ' is direct and Ered = E'.
3.10. A guide for the proofs of 3.7 and 3.8: The most important technical tool in the proof is the
construction and analysis of the categories Cn(P) which underly termwise trivial cofacial n-resolutions
of P-diagrams; where P is a small direct category. This is carried out in Section 5; with Corollary
5.8 being the culmination of this analysis.
Setting Bn(P)=P×'n—the category of n-cofacial P-diagrams—the most of the paper is devoted
to the study of the small functors (5.9)
P
j→Cn(P) k←Bn(P):
More accurately, we study the diagram j∗ Lank F , where F is any weakly contractible free P-diagram.
In Section 7, we exploit the results in Section 6 in order to construct a sub-P-diagram
FM ⊆ j∗ Lank F;
which is weakly contractible, and more surprisingly, free. In particular,
hom(Lanj FM ;Lank F) ∼= hom(FM ; j∗ Lank F)
is not empty, hence, there exists a natural map
Map(F; k∗ (−))
n→Map(FM ; j∗ (−))
or eqivalently
totn holimP k∗ (−)→ holimFMP j∗ (−):
This is the hard core of Theorem 3.7. The second statement of this theorem follows, roughly, from
the fact that 
d1 is a natural map
holimP j∗ (−)→ holimP j∗ (−)
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and since
hom(Lanj EP;Lanj EP) ∼= hom(EP; j∗ Lanj EP)  holim EP  ∗;
it must be homotopic to the identity map.
The proof of Theorem 3.8 uses the same idea, only the diagrams and computations are considerably
more involved.
The proofs of these theorems are given in Section 8.
4. Representable functors and Yoneda’s lemma
4.1. We recall from [8; p. 45;47] that a (weak) version of Yoneda’s Lemma is valid in SpcD. To
be precise
Nat(Map(F;−);Map(E;−)) =
{
hom(E; F)0 = Hom(E; F); Spc =S;
hom∗(E+; F+)0 = Hom∗(E+; F+); Spc =S∗:
In particular; using Yoneda’s Lemma (in its nonenriched version); we deduce that such natural
transformations are determined by their action on the 0-simplices. This is a very convenient feature
of natural transformations between representable functors.
4.2. Denition. Let F;G :C → Spc be functors and t0; t1 :F → G natural transformations. We say
that t0 is homotopic to t1 (write t0  t1) if for every object c in C; the maps t0(c) and t1(c) are
homotopic in Spc.
4.3. Let D be a small category and F1; F2 be objects in SpcD. Consider the functors hom(Fi;−)
and natural maps t0; t1 between them. Using 4.1; t0 and t1 are induced by maps 50; 51 :F1 → F2. It
is easy to see that if 50 and 51 belong to the same component of hom(F1; F2); then t0  t1. This
can; of course; be pursued to higher homotopies. Thus; it is natural to consider the space of natural
maps
Nat(hom(F2;−); hom(F1;−)) = hom(F1; F2):
4.4. If A and B are D-diagrams of unpointed spaces; then we have established
Nat(Map(B;−);Map(A;−)) =
{
hom(A; B); Spc =S;
hom∗(A+; B+); Spc =S∗:
Therefore; in any case; this space contains hom(A; B) as a subspace. In fact; the following proposition
reveals the role of this subspace; and is a direct result of Yoneda’s Lemma; the fact that u is faithful
(2.2) and that u hom∗(A+; B) = hom(A; uB).
4.5. Proposition. Let f :A → B be a map in SD and g :A+ → B+ a map in SD∗ . Then u hom∗(g;−)=
hom(f; u−) if and only if g= f+.
4.6. Let j :A → B be a small functor. Then j induces a functor j∗ : SpcB → SpcA. Its left adjoint
exists (cf. [10; Chapter X.3]) and is the left Kan extension Lanj :SA →SB.
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Given an object b in B, the over category (j ↓ b) is de>ned as the category whose objects are
pairs (a; ’) where a is an object of A and ’ is a morphism j(a) → b. Morphisms are induced by
the morphisms of A, rendering obvious triangles commutative. Recall from [10] that for X ∈SA and
b∈B, one has
(Lanj X )(b) = colim((j ↓ b)→ A X→S): (4.6.1)
Moreover, for a morphism ’ : b → b′ in B, the map Lanj ’ is induced by the functor (j ↓ b) ’∗→
(j ↓ b′). The unit of adjunction is the map
X (a)
9(a;id)→ (j∗ Lanj X )(a)
in the colimiting cone of (4.6.1).
4.7. Given a space W and diagrams X ∈ SpcA and Y ∈ SpcB; an easy exercise in adjunction; using the
fact that hom(W; j∗ Y )=j∗ hom(W; Y ); shows that there exists a natural isomorphism Lanj (W⊗X ) ∼=
W ⊗ Lanj X . In particular Lanj is a simplicial functor (cf. [9; Section 4]). It is then easy to deduce
that there is an adjunction isomorphism
hom(Lanj X; Y ) ∼= hom(X; j∗ Y ): (4.7.1)
Using the fact that j∗ commutes with the forgetful functor u (2.2); it follows that Lanj commutes
with (−)+; and therefore; there is an adjunction isomorphism
Map(Lanj F; X ) ∼= Map(F; j∗ X ): (4.7.2)
4.8. Lemma. Let B
f→D g←C be small functors and let FB and FC be diagrams of unpointed spaces
over B and C; respectively. Then
(a) Nat(Map(FC; g∗−);Map(FB; f∗−)) contains
hom(Lanf FB;Lang FC) ∼= hom(FB; f∗ Lang FC) (4.8.1)
as a subspace. In fact; when Spc =S this inclusion is an equality.
(b) Assume that FB is objectwise contractible and co0brant (e.g. free). Let 51 and 52 be vertices in
(4.8.1). Then; the restriction of the corresponding natural maps 5∗1 and 5∗2 to the subcategory
SpcDf of 0brant diagrams; are homotopic if their images under the map
hom(FB; f∗ Lang FC)→ holim (f∗ Lang FC)
belong to the same component.
Proof. Condition (a) is obvious by applying adjunction (4.7); Yoneda’s Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 to the
isomorphisms
Map(FB; f∗ (−)) ∼= Map(Lanf FB;−);
Map(FC; g∗(−)) ∼= Map(Lang FC;−):
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(b) Find a trivial co>bration with T >brant
Lang FC
!→T:
Since g∗ preserves trivial >brations, then Lang FC is co>brant and hence T is both >brant and
co>brant. If X ∈SpcDf then
Map(T; X ) !
∗→Map(Lang FC; X )
is an equivalence of >brant spaces. So, restricting to SpcDf , we see that 5
∗
1  5∗2 if and only if
5∗1!∗  5∗2!∗. The latter maps correspond to the images of the vertices <1 and <2 under the map
hom(Lanf FB;Lang FC)
!∗→hom(Lanf FB; T )  holimf∗ Lang FC
upon observing that f∗ T is a >brant replacement of f∗ Lang FC. By hypothesis, they belong to the
same component, and so, induce naturally homotopic maps.
4.9. Remark. The map in part (b) of the lemma above is usually not trivial because in general
f∗ Lang FC need not be >brant.
5. The category Cn(P)
5.1. Summary. In this section; we construct and study the category Cn(P) underlying cofacial
n-resolutions of P-diagrams which admit termwise left contractions. The main results in this section
are Corollary 5.8 and 5.9.
5.2. Warning. Although not needed for most of the discussion in this section; we shall assume that
P is a small direct category (3.4).
5.3. Let 06 n6∞ be an integer. We de>ne the category Cn(P) which we simply write Cn or C.
The objects of C consist of the set
{xp;k : p∈Obj(P); −16 k ¡n+ 1}:
The morphisms in C are generated by the morphisms:
f˜ : xp;k → xp′ ; k for every p f→p′ ∈P and − 16 k ¡n+ 1;
di : xp;k → xp;k+1 for − 16 k ¡n and 06 i6 k + 1;
s : xp;k+1 → xp;k for − 16 k ¡n
bound to the following relations (see [10; Chapter II.7–8]) whenever they make sense:
f˜g˜= f˜g; (5.3.1)
f˜di = dif˜; (5.3.2)
didj = djdi−1 if i¿ j; (5.3.3)
sd0 = id; (5.3.4)
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sdi = di−1s if i¿ 0; (5.3.5)
i˜d = id: (5.3.6)
That is; for every category C; given objects {Xp;k : p∈P; −16 k ¡n+1} ⊆ C; arrows xp;k f˜→xp′ ; k ;
xp;k
di→ xp;k+1; and xp;k+1 s→ xp;k such that (5.3.1)–(5.3.6) hold; then there exists a unique functor
F :C → C such that F(xp;k) = Xp;k ; F(f˜) = f˜; F(di) = di and F(s) = s.
5.4. Remark. The maps di and f˜ bound to (5.3.1)–(5.3.3) and (5.3.6); de>ne the category P×'n+;
namely the category underlying reduced n-resolutions of P-diagrams. The point of 5.3 is in throwing
in the termwise left contractions.
5.5. We now explicitly construct Cn(P). Fix
Obj(Cn) = {xp;k : p∈P; −16 k ¡n+ 1}:
De>ne the following symbols:
(a) For every morphism p u→q in P and every −16 k ¡n+1 >x a symbol u˜ where dom(u˜)= xp;k
and codom(u˜) = xq;k .
(b) For every p∈P and −16 k ¡n and 06 i6 k + 1; >x a symbol di with dom(di) = xp;k and
codom(di) = xp;k+1.
(c) For every p∈P and every 06 k ¡n+ 1 >x a symbol s where dom(s) = xp;k and codom(s) =
xp;k−1.
We say that Q=(!1; !2; : : : ; !r) is a sequence of composable symbols if dom(!i)=codom(!i+1). Such
sequences will be called strings. Strings can (of course) be concatenated and we do this by simply
writing one string after the other.
De>ne sets of strings
Hp;kq;‘ =
{
Q= (!1; !2; : : : ; !r):
Q is a string where
dom(!t) = xp;k and codom(!1) = xq;‘
}
:
De>ne a relation (neither reTexive nor symmetric or transitive)
Su˜diT ∼ Sdiu˜T; (5.5.1)
Ssd0T ∼ ST; (5.5.2)
SsdiT ∼ Sdi−1sT; i ¿ 0; (5.5.3)
SdidjT ∼ Sdjdi−1T; i ¿ j; (5.5.4)
Su˜v˜T ∼ Su˜vT; (5.5.5)
S i˜d T ∼ ST; (5.5.6)
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where S and T are strings. Observe that if Q∈Hp;kq;‘ and Q ∼ R then R∈Hp;kq;‘ . Finally, let  be the
equivalence relation on Hp;kq;‘ generated by ∼, and de>ne the morphism sets in Cn(P) by
MorCn(P)(xp;k ; xq;‘) = H
p;k
q;‘ =  :
Composition corresponds to concatenation of strings. Obviously, the category constructed this way,
has the properties we want (5.3).
Some remarks are in place. Note that the notation suppresses the domains and codomains of
symbols. This causes ambiguity, because, for example, if p u→q is a morphism, then u˜ can stand
for any morphisms xp;k
u˜→xq;k where k =−1; 0; 1; 2; : : : : This ambiguity is convenient when we later
would like to use the same string to denote two diPerent morphisms. Doing so, caution must be
exercised in making sure that the sequences of symbols comprising the string make sense. That is,
for example, a symbol di cannot have xp;n as domain, etc.
5.6. Denition. A string Q is said to be in normal form if
Q= dI u˜a+1su˜as : : : su˜1su˜0
where
(a) I = 〈i06 i16 · · ·6 it〉 and dI stands for di0di1 · · ·dit .
(b) If uj = id for some j; then it is understood that u˜j is omitted from the string.
5.7. In the appendix we show that morphisms in Cn(P) have canonical strings in normal form that
represent them. The idea is fairly simple. Given a string Q; one uses (5.5.1)–(5.5.3) in order to
“push” all the symbols of the form di to the left-hand side of the string. Then (5.5.4) is used to
reorder the di’s in such a way that Q has the form di0 · · ·dit : : : where i06 · · ·6 it . Then (5.5.5)
and (5.5.6) are used to eliminate “superTuous” symbols.
Using this process, we associate in De>nition A.8 with every string Q, an equivalent string N (Q)
which is in normal form. We then prove in Proposition A.10 that if Q  R then N (Q)  N (R). Since
by De>nitions A.4, A.8 and Proposition A.5, if Q is in normal form then Q= N (Q), we conclude
5.8. Corollary. Let Q and R be strings. Then Q  R if and only if N (Q) = N (R). Hence; every
morphism in Cn has a unique representation in normal form.
5.9. In view of Corollary 5.8; there is an obvious functor
jn :P → Cn(P);
jn:
{
p → xp;−1;
u → u˜:
Using a normal form argument; it is also easy to see that jn is fully faithful; because strings in
normal forms representing xp;−1 → xq;−1 in Cn(P) cannot contain symbols di nor s.
Denote Bn(P) = P × 'n. Then, using a normal form argument, the assignment
kn :P × 'n → Cn(P);
kn : (p; k) → xp;k
de>nes an inclusion functor kn :Bn(P)→ Cn(P), which is not full.
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Moreover, if N¿ n, then there are (obvious) functors
"n;N :Bn(P)→ BN (P);
(n;N :Cn(P)→ CN (P):
Clearly, "n;N is fully faithful, and (n;N is likewise using Corollary 5.8. All these functors >t into the
following commutative diagram:
5.10. It is evident from construction (5.3) that Cn(P) is the category underlying termwise trivial
n-resolutions of P-diagrams (De>nition 2.8). If X is a Cn(P) diagram; then jXn
d0→ k∗n X is the corre-
sponding resolution. The functors (n;N and "n;N correspond to the truncation of (trivial) N -resolutions
in codimension n.
5.11. Notation. We change our standard notation by letting the Greek letters denote sequences of
integers. Furthermore; in the notation of symbols we shall omit the tildes. Thus; a typical string in
normal form will be written d!ua+1sua · · · su0.
We make now several statements which at this point have no obvious motivation. They will be
used in later sections, and we chose to prove them here, because this is the natural point to do so.
This will save the reader the burden of being familiar with the results of this section while reading
subsequent ones.
5.12. Denition. Let ! = (!06 !16 · · ·6 !r) be a sequence of nonnegative integers. Given an
integer a we denote by !+ a the sequence (!0 + a; : : : ; !t + a); where it is understood that negative
integers in the sequence are regarded as 0.
We also let, for every integer k,
9k(!) = (!0; : : : ; !m);
Ck(!) = (!m+1; : : : ; !t);
where m is such that !j + j6 k for j6m and !j + j¿k for j¿m.
5.13. Proposition. If d!ua+1sua · · · su0 is in normal form then
(d!ua+1sua · · · su0)(d(w) = d!dCa(()−b−1vb+1svb · · · sv0; (5.13.1)
where b= a− |9a(()| and
vb+1svb · · · sv0 = (ua+1sua · · · su0w)d9a((): (5.13.2)
Proof. This is easy using (5.5.1)–(5.5.3) to “move” d( to the left.
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5.14. Proposition. Let f = d!ua+1sua · · · su0 be given in normal form (5.6). Assume that u1; : : : ; ua
= id and that
fd(w = d"vb+1svb · · · sv0:
Then
(a) v1; : : : ; vb = id.
(b) If ua+1 = id and vb+1 = id then
(suas : : : su0)(d9a−1(()w) = svb+1svb · · · sv0:
(c) If vb+1 = id then ua+1 = id and 9a(() = 9a−1(().
(d) ua+1ua · · · u0w = vb+1vb · · · v0.
(e) If f(d(w) = f(dw) then (= .
Proof. (a) Immediate by induction on |(| using the fact that P is direct.
(b) In the notation of De>nition 5.12, it is clear that (m+m=a, and the result is a straightforward
application of (5.5.1)–(5.5.3) and of Proposition 5.13.
(c) In the notation of De>nition 5.12, it is clear that (m + m¡a, hence 9a−1(() = 9a(().
(d) This follows from Proposition 5.13 by precomposing (5.13.1) with (d0)b+1, observing that
d9a(()(d0)b+1 = (d0)b+1d9a(()+b+1
by (5.5.4), and by a repeated use of (5.5.1)–(5.5.3).
(e) Clearly, one may assume that w= id (by adjoining it to u0). By Proposition 5.13 we see that
d!dCa(()−b−1=d!dCa()−b−1 which easily implies Ca(()=Ca(). It follows that 9a(()=((0; : : : ; (m) and
9a() = (0; : : : ; m) for some m. Our goal is to show that they are equal. We do this by induction.
First, we claim that (0 = 0. If this is not the case, say 0 ¡(0 then, letting ‘ = 0, we see that
(ua+1sua · · · su0)d9a(() = · · · su‘s · · · su0;
(ua+1sua · · · su0)d9a() = · · · su‘+1u‘s · · · su0
which is impossible because these are necessarily diPerent normal forms, due to the fact that
u‘ = u‘u‘+1 since P is direct and ‘¡(06 a. We conclude that 0 = (0 and continue by induc-
tion using (a).
6. The categories Lp;m;n
6.1. In this section we construct the categories Lp;m;n and prove some of their interesting properties.
These are subcategories of (kn ↓ xp;m) (see 5.9) and; given F ∈SBn(P); will consist of the building
blocks for the construction of diagrams FL and FM in Section 7 which are the key for the proof of
the main theorems.
The main results are that these categories are compatible as subcategories of (kn ↓ xp;m) (Propo-
sition 6.7), and that they are contractible in favourable cases (Corollary 6.9).
6.2. Throughout; P stands for a small direct category and d= dim P.
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6.3. Denition (Right ideals):
Given a category C and a class of objects I , the right-ideal generated by I is the full subcategory
〈I〉 whose objects consist of objects x in C which admit an arrow x → i∈C for some i∈ I .
Clearly, if x 0→y is a morphism in 〈I〉 and u ’→x is a morphism in C then 0’ is a morphism in
〈I〉.
6.4. Denition. Consider kn :Bn(P) → Cn(P) of 5.9. De>ne Lp;m;n for every object p in P and
m¡n6∞; as the right ideal (De>nition 6.3) in (kn ↓ xp;m) generated by the objects
(xq;m+j+1; sujs · · · su1s) (j¿ 0); (6.4.1)
where u1; : : : ; uj = id and where m+ j+16 n. By de>nition; when j=0 then (6.4.1) is the element
(xp;m+1; s).
In light of Proposition 5.14(a), objects of Lp;m;n are of the form
(xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0); (6.4.2)
where u1; : : : ; ua = id and the symbol is in its normal form. Note that not all objects of this form are
necessarily in Lp;m;n. However,
6.5. Proposition. Let X = (xq; i; d!ua+1s : : : su0) be an object of (kN ↓ xp;m). Recall that d= dim P.
(a) If m+ d+ 16N then X ∈Lp;m;N if and only if ua; : : : ; u1 = id.
(b) If m=−1 and N¿d; then X ∈Lp;−1;N if and only if ua; : : : u1 = id and != ∅.
(c) If N¿ n¿d then Lp;−1; n ∼= Lp;−1;N .
(d) If d6 n and N¿ 2n+ 1 then ((d0)k+1)∗(Lp;−1; n) ⊆ Lp;k;N for all k6 n.
Proof. (a) If X ∈Lp;m;N then Proposition 5.14(a) implies that u1; : : : ; ua = id. Conversely; suppose
that u1; : : : ; ua = id. If u0; ua+1 = id; then a6d and i + |!| = m + a + 16m + d + 1. Therefore;
(xq; i+|!|; suas : : : su1s) is a generator of Lp;m;N ; and; (suas : : : su1s)d!+(a+1) = d!suas : : : su1s shows that
X is in Lp;m;N .
If u0 = id and ua+1 = id then a+16d so i+ |!|+16N . Therefore, (xq; i+|!|+1; sua+1s : : : su1s) is
a generator of Lp;m;N and
(sua+1s : : : su1s)da+1d!+(a+1) = d!ua+1s : : : su1s
shows that X is an object of Lp;m;N . We leave the remaining cases to the reader.
(b) The hypothesis of (a) is always satis>ed and it is left to observe that m=−1 implies ! = ∅
“for dimensional reasons”.
(c) Immediate from (b) upon observing that in this case i = a6d.
(d) Immediate from (a).
6.6. Remark. The choice of the generators of Lp;m;n seems to have been pulled out of the hat.
A motivation for this choice; in terms of a subdivision of the n-simplex; is given in the appendix
of [9].
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6.7. Proposition. Let xp;m
d!u→xp′ ;m′ be a morphism in Cn(P); where m′+d+16 n. Then the induced
functor
d!u : (kn ↓ xp;m)→ (kn ↓ xp′ ;m′)
maps Lp;m;n into Lp′ ;m′ ; n.
Proof. It suLces to show that d!u carries generators of Lp;m;n as in (6.4.1) to objects of Lp′ ;m′ ; n.
This is a consequence of the following formula; which is veri>ed using (5.5.1)–(5.5.3); and makes
sense due to arguments similar to the ones given in the proof of Proposition 6.5(a).
(d!u)(sujs · · · su0s) =
{
sujs · · · su0sd!+( j+2) if u= id;
susujs · · · su0sdj+2d!+( j+2) if u = id:
6.8. Proposition. The categories Lp;m;n are contractible if m+ d+ 16 n.
Proof. We will construct endofunctors F; G and H of Lp;m;n with natural transformations Id →
F ← G → H and with H a constant functor. This will show (cf. [5; 5.7]) that the nerve of Lp;m;n
is contractible.
We start by de>ning the functor F . First, de>ne F on objects. Given an object as in (6.4.2),
observe that i + |!| − a − 1 = m. Furthermore, if ua+1 = id then a6d while if ua+1 = id then
a+ 16d. In light of 6.5(a), it makes sense to de>ne F on objects as follows:
F(xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0) =
{
(xq; i+|!|; suas · · · su0) if ua+1 = id;
(xq; i+|!|+1; sua+1s · · · su0) if ua+1 = id:
(6.8.1)
To de>ne F(’) on a morphism ’ given by the commutative triangle
(6.8.2)
we recall the de>nition of 9k from 5.12 and consider the following three cases.
Case I: ua+1 = id. By 5.14(c), vb+1 = id. Then F(’) is de>ned using the following triangle which
commutes by Proposition 5.13.
(6.8.3)
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Case II: ua+1 = id and vb+1 = id. Then F(’) is de>ned by the following triangle which commutes
by Proposition 5.14(b).
(6.8.4)
Case III: ua+1 = id and vb+1 = id. Then F(’) is de>ned by (Proposition 5.13).
(6.8.5)
We must show that F is indeed a functor. First, it is clear that F(id) = id because in this case
w = id and (= ∅.
It is left to check that F respects compositions. Consider the composition of arrows ’ and  in
Lp;m;n given by
(6.8.6)
We must show that F( ’) = F( )F(’). Denote dG = dHdI. By the de>nition of F on morphisms
(6.8.3)–(6.8.5)
F(’) = dI
′
y;
F( ) = dH
′
z;
F( ’) = dG
′
zy
for some I′; H′; G′, and we see that if wc+1 = id then
(swcs · · · sw0)(dG′zy) = (swcs · · · sw0)(dH′ zdI′y)
and if wc+1 = id then
(swc+1s · · · sw0)(dG′zy) = (swc+1s · · · sw0)(dH′zdI′y)
which, in either case, imply (Proposition 5.14(e)) that dG
′
= dH
′
dI
′
, so F( ’) = F( )F(’).
We will now de>ne a natural transformation t : Id → F . Consider an object
X = (xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0):
We want to de>ne tX :X → F(X ). We have to consider two cases:
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Case I: ua+1 = id. Then tX is de>ned using the triangle
(6.8.7)
This is well de>ned because dom(d!) = xq; i−(a+1) so !06 · · · !t6 i − a. The triangle commutes
because ((5.5.1)–(5.5.3))
(suas · · · su0)d!+(a+1) = d!ua+1s · · · su0:
Case II: ua+1 = id. Then tX is de>ned by
(6.8.8)
which is well de>ned and commutes by similar arguments.
We now show that t is indeed a natural transformation, namely, given a morphism X
’→Y ∈Lp;m;n,
then
tY’= F(’)tX : (6.8.9)
Start with ’ as in (6.8.2). Assume that ua+1 = id and hence (Proposition 5.14(c)) that vb+1 = id.
Proving (6.8.9) boils down to showing that in the following diagram of commuting triangles,
(6.8.10)
the compositions of the arrows on the edges of the square coincide, namely
(d9b(()w)(d!+(a+1)) = d"+(b+1)d(w:
This is immediate from Proposition 5.14(e) using (6.8.10) to deduce
(svbs · · · sv0w)(d"+(b+1)d() = (svbs · · · sv0w)(d9b(()d!+a+1):
Similarly, one checks (6.8.9) in the remaining two cases ua+1 = id; vb+1=id and ua+1 = id; vb+1 = id.
We now de>ne the functor G. On objects (6.4.2), G is de>ned by
G(xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0) = (xq;m+1; su!+1 · · · u1u0): (6.8.11)
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Given a morphism ’ as in (6.8.2) we de>ne G(’) using
(6.8.12)
which commutes due to Proposition 5.14(d).
Checking that G is a functor, namely that G(id) = id and that G(’ ) = G(’)G( ) is easy.
We now de>ne a natural transformation t :G → F . Given
X = (xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0)
de>ne tX :G(X )→ F(X ) as follows.
Case I: ua+1 = id. Then tX is de>ned using the commutative triangle (veri>cation is left to the
reader).
(6.8.13)
Case II: ua+1 = id. Then tX is de>ned by
(6.8.14)
We check that this is a natural transformation, namely that given a morphism ’ :X → Y as in
(6.8.2) then
F(’)tX = tYG(Y ): (6.8.15)
Case I: ua+1 = id and hence vb+1 = id. Then we have the diagram of commutative triangles
(6.8.16)
Proving (6.8.15) then reduces to showing that the compositions of the arrows on the edges of the
square coincide, namely that
d(9b(())w(d0)a = (d0)bw:
This is again a consequence of Proposition 5.14(e).
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Case II: ua+1 = id and vb+1 = id and
Case III: ua+1 = id and vb+1 = id, are proved similarly.
Finally, we de>ne the constant functor H ,
H (xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0) = (xp;m+1; s): (6.8.17)
We construct a natural transformation t :G → H . Given
X = (xq; i; d!ua+1s · · · su0)
de>ne tX using
(6.8.18)
This is indeed a natural transformation because given ’ :X → Y as in (6.8.2), then we have a
diagram of commutative triangles:
(6.8.19)
in which so svb+1 · · · v0w = sua+1 · · · u0. But these are normal forms, hence
vb+1 · · · v0w = ua+1 · · · u0
so tYG(’) = H (’)tX .
6.9. Corollary. Let P be a direct category; d= dim P; and suppose that d6 n. Then
(a) For every p∈P; the category Lp;−1; n is contractible.
(b) For every p∈P and m¡n+ 1; the category Lp;m;2n+1 is contractible.
7. The constructions (−)L and (−)M
7.1. Summary: In this section; we exploit the construction of Lp;m;n in the previous section in order
to carry out the main construction in this paper. Speci>cally:
(a) Given F ∈SBn(P) we construct FM ∈SP together with FM → j∗ Lank F . If F is free and con-
tractible then FM is so (Proposition 7.8).
(b) Given an object in SB2n+1(P); where n¿ dim P; we construct FL ∈SBn(P) together with a map
FL → "∗k∗n;2n+1Lank2n+1F . In case F is free and contractible; then FL is contractible and this map
is an inclusion (Proposition 7.6).
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7.2. Denition. Let F :Bn(P) → S be a diagram; and suppose m¡n. We let Fp;m;n stand for the
composite functors
Fp;m;n :Lp;m;n → (kn ↓ xp;m) K→Bn(P) F→S:
7.3. Proposition. If F :Bn(P) → S is free; then Fp;m;n is free for all p and m¡n. Hence; the
natural map
hocolim Fp;m;n → colim Fp;m;n
is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Recall that by de>nition; Lp;m;n is a right ideal (De>nitions 6.3 and 6.4); in (kn ↓ xp;m); so
the following lemma implies that Fp;m;n (De>nition 7.2) is free. The rest follows from [4].
7.4. Lemma. Let k :B → C be a small functor; and let F :B → S be a free diagram with a set
of generators Q. Let c be an object of C and let I be a right ideal in (k ↓ c). Then the diagram
G : I →S de0ned by the composition
G : I → (k ↓ c)→ B F→S
is a diagram which is freely generated by the set of simplices
R=
∐
(x;f)∈I
G(x; f) ∩ Q =
∐
(x;f)∈I
F(x) ∩ Q:
Proof. is straightforward and is left to the reader.
7.5. Denition. Let X ∈SB2n+1(P) be a diagram; and assume that d;m¡n + 1. De>ne FL(xp;m) by
(De>nition 7.2)
FL(xp;m) = colim Fp;m;2n+1 (06m¡n+ 1):
7.6. Proposition.
(a) The spaces FL(xp;m) (De0nition 7.5) are the spaces of a functor FL ∈SBn(P).
(b) There exists a natural map
FL
G→"∗n;2n+1k∗2n+1 Lank2n+1 F:
(c) If F is free; then G is a (termwise) inclusion. If F is in addition contractible; then FL is also
a contractible diagram.
Proof. Using the termwise description of Left Kan extensions (4.6); and Proposition 6.7; then both
(a) and (b) are immediate. If F is free and contractible; then Proposition 7.3 and Proposition 6.8
imply that FL is contractible (recall that by de>nition d;m¡n + 1). The >rst part of point (c)
follows quickly from Lemma 3.6(b); Proposition 7.3 and the de>nition of R in Lemma 7.4.
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7.7. Denition. Let F ∈SBn(P) be a diagram and suppose that d6 n. De>ne FM (p) by
(De>nition 7.2)
FM (p) = colim Fp;−1; n:
For convenience; we denote Ip;n = Lp;−1; n; the underlying category of the diagram Fp;−1; n.
The most frequent free Bn(P) diagrams which we shall use are of the form F ⊗ E'n where F is
a free P-diagram. We shall abuse notation and write FM for (F ⊗ E'n)M .
7.8. Proposition. (a) The spaces FM (p) are the spaces of a functor FM ∈SP.
(b) There exists a natural map FM
G→j∗n Lankn F .
(c) If F is free then FM is free. If F is, in addition, contractible then FM is likewise, in addition,
contractible.
Proof. Points (a) and (b) and the last assertion of (c) follow quickly as in Proposition 7.6. It is
left to show that if F is free then FM is free.
Let Q be a set of generators for F . De>ne a set S of simplices as follows (see Proposition 6.5(b);
Notice that in the notation of the formula bellow, u0 = id)
S =
∐
p∈P
{
[-]∈FM (p) :
[-] is the image of
-∈Q ∩ Fp;−1; n(xq; i; su1su2 · · · sui+1)
}
:
We now show that S freely generates FM . First, observe that S is closed under degeneracies, since
Q is.
Let [.] be a simplex in FM (p). Find (see Propositions 6.5, 7.3 and Lemmas 7.4, 3.6(a))
X = (xq; i; u0s : : : sui+1)∈ Ip;n
and -∈Fp;−1; n(X ) ∩ Q such that - hits [.] in the cone (7.7). Consider
Y = (xq; i; su1s : : : sui+1)∈ Ip′ ; n
so that u0 :p′ → p is a morphism in P which satis>es (u0)∗(Y ) = X . Consider now
-∈F(xq; i) ∩ Q = Fp′ ;−1; n(Y ) ∩ Q:
By de>nition, [-]∈ S ∩FM (p′) and FM (u0)([-])= [.]. We conclude that every [.]∈FM (p) is hit by
some simplex in S.
We now prove that the simplex [-] and morphism u0 found above are unique, completing the
proof that S freely generates FM . Assume, then, that
FM (u0)([-′]) = FM (v0)([-′′])∈FM (p)
for some
u0 :p′ → p; -′ ∈Fp′ ;−1(X ) ∩ Q; X = (xq; i; su1s : : : sui+1);
v0 :p′′ → p; -′′ ∈Fp′′ ;−1(Y ) ∩ Q; Y = (xr; j; sv1s : : : svj+1):
We have to show that [-′]=[-′′] and that u0 =v0. By the de>nition of FM , -′ ∈Fp;−1; n((u0)∗X ) and
-′′ ∈Fp;−1; n((v0)∗Y ) hit the same simplex of FM (p) via the cone in De>nition 7.7. On the other
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hand (Proposition 7.3, Lemma 7.4) they are generators of Fp;−1; n. By Lemma 3.6(a), they must
coincide, namely -′ = -′′ and (u0)∗X = (v0)∗Y . Hence xq; i = xr; j and
u0su1s · · · sui+1 = v0sv1s · · · svj+1
which by Corollary 5.8 implies that the strings must be equal, so X =Y and u0 = v0. It follows that,
in particular, [-′] = [-′′] and u0 = v0 as needed.
We now wish to study the naturality of our constructions with respect to n.
7.9. Lemma. Suppose that d6 n6N . Let " = "n;N and (= (n;N (5.9) and let F ∈SBN (P). Then
(a) There exist natural maps
R : Lankn"
∗F → (∗ Lankn F
and
r : ("∗F)M → FM
rendering the following diagram commutative:
(7.9.1)
(b) r is an isomorphism.
(c) The following diagram commutes:
For the proof of Lemma 7.9 we will need the following
7.10. Lemma. Consider the following commutative diagram of small functors:
(a) For every c∈C there is a functor Rc : (k ↓ c)→ (k ′ ↓ (c) de0ned by (b; ’) → ("b; (’).
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(b) The functors in (a) induce a natural map R : Lank "∗F → (∗Lank′F; which is determined by
taking colimits in the rows of
(c) R is the adjoint of
"∗F"
∗(Hk
′
)→ "∗k ′∗ Lank′F = k∗ (∗ Lank′F;
where Hk
′
is the unit of adjunction.
Proof. It is easy to check that Rc is indeed a functor for all c. Given c
 →d in C; then one easily
checks that Rd ◦  ∗ = (( )∗ ◦ Rc; hence {Rc}c∈C de>nes a natural map as promised in (b).
To prove (c), we shall show that
"∗F
Hk"∗F→ k∗ Lank "∗Fk
∗ R→ k∗ (∗ Lank′F = "∗k ′∗ Lank′F;
which is the adjoint of R, coincides with "∗(Hk′). This follows from 4.6 upon taking colimits of the
rows for all b∈B in
Proof of Lemma 7.9. We de>ne R : Lankn→"∗F(∗ LankN F as in Lemma 7.10. We further observe
that Rxp;−1 map Ip;n isomorphically onto Ip;N by Proposition 6.5(b). This shows that the functor
Rxp;−1 induces an isomorphism r : ("
∗F)M → FM which renders (7.9.1) commutative. This proves
(a) and (b).
By 4.1, it suLces to prove commutativity of the diagram in point (c) only for 0-simplices. This
is straightforward using Lemma 7.10(c).
8. Proofs of the main results
8.1. Proof of Theorem 3.7. According to Lemma 4.8(a); the existence of 
n; is implied by (and in
the unpointed case is actually equivalent to)
hom(FM ; j∗n LanknF ⊗ E'n) = ∅:
But this is the content of Proposition 7.8(b). In fact; 
n; is induced by the adjoint of FM
Gn→ j∗n Lankn
(F ⊗ E'n) as in Lemma 4.8(a). We let Fk denote the diagram F ⊗ E'k .
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When n¿d and N¿ n, then Lemma 7.9(b) and (c) yield the following commutative diagram:
The compositions at the top and bottom being 
N and 
n, respectively. This proves naturality (c).
For point (b), we >rst make the observation that ud1 = d1u, so by Proposition 4.5, the de>nition
of 
n, and Lemma 4.8, we see that
Map(F; j∗n (−))
nd
1−→Map(FM ; j∗n (−))
is induced by some map Lanjn FM
0′→Lanjn F . But since jn is fully faithful (5.9), 0′=Lanjn(0), namely

nd1 is induced by a map FM
0→F between objectwise contractible co>brant objects. Hence, 
nd1=0∗
is a homotopy equivalence for all >brant diagrams j∗n (−).
8.2. An explicit description of 
n: Apart from being interesting in its own right; we shall now
describe the maps d1 and 
n (as explicitly as possible). This will be handy later. By 4.1 and 4.7
we shall be content in describing these maps on the 0-simplices only.
The map d1 is fairly simple (and well known). Given X ∈Cn(P) and a map g={gp} :F → j∗n (X ),
we let g˜= {g˜p;k} denote d1(g). Then, g˜p;k are given by
g˜p;k :F(p)× [k] K→F(p)
gp→X (xp;−1) X ((d
0)k+1)→ X (xp;k): (8.2.1)
Let us now describe 
n. Using adjunction and the fact that jn is fully faithful, we obtain the
commutative diagram
If g= {gp;k} :F ⊗E'n → k∗n (X ) is a map, then its adjoint precomposed with Gn (Proposition 7.8)
is induced by the following cone (F ⊗ E'n)p;−1; n •→j∗n (X ) (De>nition 7.7):
(Ip;n → (kn ↓ xp;−1)→ P × 'nF⊗E'
n→ S) •→ j∗n (X );
F(q)× [i](xq; i ;’)
gq; i−→X (xq; i)X (’)−→X (xp;−1): (8.2.2)
Although not needed for the proofs, it is instructive and interesting to use these formulae to compute
the map 0 :FM → F from 8.1 on every constituent in (8.2.2), and compare this to [10, Appendix].
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8.3. Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let "= "n;2n+1 and (= (n;2n+1. Given a P-diagram F; we let Fk denote
F ⊗ E'k . Observe that (2.5) "∗(FN ) = Fn. We need to show that the compositions in the following
diagram are homotopic natural maps for >brant C2n+1(P)-diagrams; if n¿d.
(8.3.1)
By Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.8(a); these natural maps correspond to vertices <1 and <2 in
hom(FM ⊗ E'n; "∗k∗2n+1 Lank2n+1(F2n+1)):
Since FM ⊗ E'n is free and contractible; using part (b) of Lemma 4.8; it suLces to show that <1
and <2 map to the same component of
holim "∗k∗2n+1 Lank2n+1(F
2n+1): (8.3.2)
For this purpose; we will show that these simplices are in the image of
Map(FM ⊗ E'n; G); where (Proposition 7:6(b));
G : (F2n+1)L → "∗k∗2n+1Lank2n+1F2n+1: (8.3.3)
It will; then; follow that the images of <1 and <2 in (8.3.2) belong to the image of holimFM⊗E'
n
(F2n+1)L which is contractible by Proposition 7.6(c). Hence; they belong to the same component of
(8.3.2); as needed.
Consider >rst <1 which corresponds to (0 ⊗ 1)∗ ◦ res". Plugging into (8.3.1) the diagram
Lank2n+1(F
2n+1), it follows that (using adjunction and Yoneda’s Lemma)
<1 = "∗(Hk2n+1F2n+1 ) ◦ (0× 1);
where H is the unit of adjunction. But "∗(Hk2n+1) is given, on xp;m, by taking the colimit of
{(xp;m; id)} → (k2n+1 ↓ xp;m) K→B2n+1F
2n+1→ S
which factors through Lp;m;2n+1 by Proposition 6.5(a). Thus, "∗(Hk2n+1) factors through G and conse-
quently so does <1.
Consider now <2 which corresponds to the composition d1 ◦ 
n ◦ res" in (8.3.1). As before, <2
is the image under d1
n of "∗(Hk2n+1). Plugging into the formulae in 8.2 the diagram Lank2n+1F2n+1,
we see that <2 restricted to a constituent (F(q)×[i])(xq; i ;’)×[k] of FM (q)×[k] (see De>nition
7.7), is given by
F(q)× [i]× [k] K−−→F(q)× [i]H
k2n+1 (xq; i)→ Lank2n+1(F2n+1)(xq; i)
(Lank2n+1F
2n+1)((d0)k+1’)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→Lank2n+1F2n+1(xp;k);
where k6 n. The following square, shows that the composition of the last two maps, factors through
the image of G (Proposition 7.6) upon taking colimits of the rows. The arrows in the square make
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sense due to Proposition 6.5(d).
Since the images of all constituents of <2 are contained in the image under G of (F2n+1)L, and
since G if injective (Proposition 7.6), we >nd that <2 also factors through G. Therefore <2 is also
in the image of (8.3.3), and the proof is complete.
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Appendix
A.1. Given a string Q; we say that one of (5.5.1)–(5.5.6) is applicable in position k; if Q has the
form in the left-hand side of these formulae; with |S|= k − 1.
If this is the case, by applying the formula (in position k) we mean replacing Q with the corre-
sponding string on the right-hand side.
A.2. We now de>ne an automaton whose purpose is to bring a string Q to normal form following
the lines of 5.7. The automaton has Q as input; and the string Q′ as output. Its initial state is [S1].
If state [S1] was not invoked then [S2] is tested; and if [S2] is not invoked then [S3] is tested; etc.
[S1] Obtain Q′ by applying one of (5.5.1)–(5.5.3) in the >rst position possible.
[S2] Obtain Q′ by applying (5.5.4) in the >rst position possible.
[S3] Obtain Q′ by applying (5.5.5) in the >rst position possible.
[S4] Obtain Q′ by applying (5.5.6) in the >rst position possible.
[S5] Set Q′ = Q.
A.3. Our aim is to show that the automaton brings a string into normal form after a >nite number
of applications.
A.4. Denition. De>ne the normal sequence {Q(k)}k¿0 of Q by induction:
Q(0) = Q;
Q(k+1) = (Q(k))′:
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A.5. Proposition. A string Q is in normal form if and only if Q′ = Q.
Proof. The “only if” is easily veri>ed. For the “if” part; we use the following observations:
(1) If [S1] was not invoked in obtaining Q′ from Q; then Q has the form
Q= dIU;
where U contains only symbols u˜ and s.
(2) If [S2] was not invoked; (and hence so was [S1]); then Q has the same form as in (1) where
I = (i06 i16 · · ·6 it).
(3) If [S3] was not invoked; then in addition to the above; U contains no sequences u˜v˜.
(4) If [S4] was not invoked then U contains; furthermore; no symbols i˜d; hence (5.6) it is in normal
form.
Now; if Q′ = Q; then none of [S1] to [S4] was invoked; hence Q is in normal form.
A.6. Denition. Let Q= (!1; : : : ; !r) be a string. For 16 k6 r; let
Ck(Q) =

i + k if !k = di for some i;
1 if !k = u˜;
1 if !k = s:
De>ne the weight of Q to be
C(Q) =
r∑
k=1
Ck(Q):
Clearly; C takes nonnegative integer values.
A.7. Proposition. If Q ∼ R then C(Q)¿C(R).
Proof. Easy veri>cation for each of (5.5.1)–(5.5.6).
A.8. Denition. The normal sequence (De>nition A.4) of a string Q stabilizes. The stable term is a
string in normal form denoted as N (Q).
Proof. This is immediate from Propositions A.7 and A.5 recalling that C takes nonnegative integer
values.
A.9. Observe that by de>nition Q ∼ Q′; hence Q  N (Q). Our aim is now to show that N (Q) is the
only string in normal form which is equivalent to Q.
A.10. Proposition. If Q  R then N (Q) = N (R).
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Proof. It suLces to consider the case Q ∼ R. We use induction on C(Q).
Observe that the assumption Q ∼ R implies that Q is not in normal form, hence Q′ = Q, and that
(Proposition A.7) C(R)¡C(Q). Observe, further, that by the de>nition of N (Q) (De>nition A.8) it
is obvious that N (Q) = N (Q(k)) for all k.
The idea of the proof is to relate Q(k) for some k ¿ 0 to R(‘) for some ‘¿ 0, and use induction
hypothesis to deduce
N (Q) = N (Q(k)) = N (R(‘)) = N (R):
In the following tables, we consider each instance of (5.5.1)–(5.5.6) by which Q ∼ R, assuming
these formulae were applied in position k. Then, according to the way in which Q′ was obtained
from Q (A.2), we determine which Q(k) is related to R(‘) (this data is in the “Replacement” column
in these tables).
We start with the case that Q ∼ R using one of (5.5.1)–(5.5.3) in position k. That is, Q has
the form on the left-hand side of these formulae with |S|= k − 1. Obviously, [S1] must have been
invoked in obtaining Q′ from Q, and the following table shows that either N (Q′) = N (R′) or that
N (Q′) = N (R).
Step invoked In position Replacement
[S1] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k Q′ = R
Suppose that Q ∼ R using (5.5.4) in position k. Then Q = SdidjT where i¿ j and |S| = k − 1.
Then use
Step invoked In position Replacement
[S1] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k + 2; : : : ; r − 1
k − 1 (a)
[S2] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k − 1 (b)
k Q′ = R
(a) In this case, S = Ux where U is a string and x stands for either u˜ or s. If x = u˜ then
Q′= Udiu˜djT ∼ Udidju˜T ∼ Udjdi−1u˜T;
R= Uu˜djdi−1T ∼ Udju˜di−1T ∼ Udjdi−1u˜T:
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By induction hypothesis N (Q′) = N (Udjdi−1u˜T) = N (R). The argument for x = s is similar upon
observing that i¿ 0.
(b) In this case, S = Udk where k ¿ i¿j. Then
Q′= Udidk−1djT ∼ Udidjdk−2T ∼ Udjdi−1dk−2djT;
R= Udkdjdi−1T ∼ Udjdk−1di−1T ∼ Udjdi−1dk−2T
and by induction hypothesis N (Q′) = N (Udjdi−1dk−2T) = N (R).
Suppose, now, that Q ∼ R using (5.5.5) in position k. Then Q= Su˜v˜T.
Step invoked In position Replacement
[S1] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k + 2; : : : ; r − 1
k + 1 Q(2) ∼ R(1)
[S2] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
[S3] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k − 1 Q(2) = R(1)
k Q′ = R
Suppose that Q ∼ R using (5.5.6) in position k. Then Q= S i˜d T, and we use
Step invoked In position Replacement
[S1] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k + 1; : : : ; r − 1
k Q′ ∼ R
[S2] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
[S3] 1; : : : ; k − 2 Q′ ∼ R′
k + 2; : : : ; r − 1
k − 1; k Q′ = R
[S4] 1; : : : ; k − 1 Q′ ∼ R′
k Q′ = R
The proof is now complete.
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